IRON WOODS CLADDING
Traditional closed cladding profiles like T&G, WP4, Ship lap and custom profiles are available by special order in the full range of Iron Woods species.

FOR A CONTEMPORARY FACADE...SIDING INSTALLATION WITH NO VISIBLE FASTENERS
The perfect complement to the natural beauty of our Iron Woods premium grade exterior cladding profiles is our unique Vanish Clip System which brings a new found elegance to the art of both commercial and residential building envelopes and interior façade design and construction.

THE RAINSCREEN CONCEPT IS NOT NEW.
The concept of rainscreen or ventilated and back drained wall and soffit systems is not new. As far back as the 15th century the impact of moisture condensation behind exterior wall cladding on material performance and finishes has been well understood. Back-ventilated cladding and soffit systems allow moisture to evaporate more rapidly than closed systems improving the service life of building envelopes in environments that experience high winds and driven rain.

IRON WOODS VANISH RAINSCREEN...
THE SMART CHOICE!
Iron Woods Vanish rainscreen brings a new found elegance and state of the art design to commercial and residential building and construction.

...STATE OF THE ART IN WOOD FACADE DESIGN.
STATE OF ART DESIGN
The Vanish Rainscreen System represents a significant leap forward in Rainscreen Design. Our unique Vanish Rainscreen Clips and Vanish Siding profile provide both horizontal and vertical ventilation also eliminating the appearance of fasteners from the building aesthetic which represents a significant improvement over traditional rainscreen applications. The Iron Woods Vanish Rainscreen System completely eliminates the need for face fastening.

IT'S NOT THAT SIMPLE!
It's not as simple as attaching a board to a wall with a clip. The Vanish Rainscreen System is designed, engineered and certified to meet wind load performance standards throughout the United States.

VANISH™ PROFILE FASTENING CLIP
OUR UNIQUE CLIP SYSTEM VIRTUALLY VANISHES...
providing a clean and appealing aesthetic appearance.

For more Information... www.ironwoods.com/pdf-resource-library
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